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2022 WORKSHOPS, CLASSES & GROUPS 
 
This list was prepared early July 2022. Often we add new one-off classes or events. Keep up 
to date with additions by signing up to the email list in store or via our website AND follow us 

on Instagram & Facebook @berryquiltandco. This listing starts out describing our one-off 
workshops and goes on to describe the tutors who run regular groups and monthly classes 

and lastly, there are various sit & sew opportunities.  
Images of projects and more detail can be found at our class calendar online. 

 
 

ONE OFF WORKSHOPS & EVENTS  
 
 

BY ANNIE RUNNING WITH SCISSORS WITH LYNNE WILSON 
Two Days: Friday 26th & Saturday 27th August   

9.30am to 3.30pm  $180 pp Bookings Required. 
 

Your chance to make the handy sewing tool kit organiser called Running with Scissors under the 
watchful eye of Lynne Wilson the By Annie rep in Australia. Running with Scissors is a zip up tool case 
which keeps all your equipment in place with a variety of elastic, mesh, quilted fabric and vinyl 
pockets. The tote is personalise-able for your actual toolkit. Bring your scissors, glue sticks, marker 
pens, hera markers, unpickers, rotary cutters, blades, small rulers and more. Anything that needs a 
place to be stored, keep it here and you will always have it at your fingertips. If you have made a By 
Annie item before you may have time to complete your Running with Scissors and make a start on 
the companion piece Take a Stand which allows you to prop up the organiser when using it. If 
you’ve not made a By Annie piece before you will be taken through the process step by step with 
Lynne. Class is suitable for most levels of experience including confident beginners with a good 
working knowledge of their sewing machine.  
 
 

SCRAPPLIQUE TECHNIQUES with SHARON THOMSON 
Sunday 28th August . 10  am to 3pm  $60 pp Bookings Required. 

 

This is an easy, fun class suited to most skill levels including absolute beginners as well as anyone who 
want to try a few new things in a happy environment with inspired people around! Your teacher 
Sharon Thomson is the owner of the Berry Quilt & Co. shop. We will learn some fun ways to use up 
your mini scraps. You could choose to learn to needle turn applique your tiny scraps onto a 
background by hand. This is a great introduction to needle turn as there is no pressure for your 
shapes to turn out any particular size or shape! It’s a fun way to build skills before embarking on 
another appliqué project. You’ll learn about needles, threads and the ways to tackle a number of 
different shapes, points and curves. Or if you prefer machine stitching, we have some raw edge 
collage and machine stitched techniques.  
 

GO ANYWHERE COAT WITH LYNN HEWITT 
Two Days separated by a month: Thurs 1st September and Thurs 29th September. 

9.30  am to 4 pm  each day $180 pp Bookings Required  
 

This reversible coat is based on the oldest known garment, the ‘Bog Coat'. The original was found in a 
bog in Denmark in 1000 BC. It has appeared in many countries over the centuries and it is still a 
versatile garment. It is a simple jacket without shaping, made from two rectangles of fabric cleverly 
cut and origami-ed into a wearable. Lynn spends time with each individual and their ….PTO…  
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…cont from overleaf…  specific measurements to create the fit that will work for them.  The coat 
packs flat for travelling and provides those extra layers when the weather is cooler. It could have a 
flat collar, Mandarin collar or no collar and most importantly it is made to fit YOU. It is not one size fits 
all. You have the chance to embellish the coat in your own style to suit yourself too. You could 
incorporate Sashiko panels that you have stitched or pieced collected fabrics that you love. Note 
the class takes part over two days separated by a month. The price is for both days.  
 
 

ONE-OFF IMPROV PLAY DAY with SHEENA CHAPMAN 
Monday  19th September  10  am to 3.30pm  $70 pp Bookings Required. 

 

Sheena Chapman specializes in fast and fun quilts often inspired by vintage fabrics or vintage quilts. 
Sheena teaches a regular class on the second Saturday each month but in response to Sheena’s 
quilt display in January, this class is a chance to dip into a one-off class and try some of Sheena’s 
most used improv techniques and learn about her approach to selecting fabrics. Suits an 
adventurous beginner with some piecing experience. Not suitable for absolute beginners. 
September. This class will teach string piecing tips and variations for those who have not attended a 
Sheena workshop before and will focus on curved piecing for those who’ve mastered the string 
techniques.  
 
 

BLISSFUL ABANDON with LORENA URIARTE 
One Day Friday 23 September  $90 pp 10am – 3pm  

Come along and have a fun day learning amazing ‘fussy cutting’ techniques with Lorena Uriarte. 
Fussy cutting is the method of specially selecting parts of the fabric to cut out in ways  (See over) 
(cont from page one) that give you beautiful or clever effects. Blissful Abandon is the name of a quilt 
of Lorena’s, made using hexagons cleverly fussy cut into mesmerising patterns. The quilt is featured in 
‘Flossie Teacakes Guide to English Paper Piecing’ book. This class is an opportunity to learn about the 
possibilities of different types of patterns to produce different effects using tessellating 60 degree 
diamond and hexagon paper shapes. You’ll learn about the tools and equipment that will make the 
job easier and have a relaxed day exploring the quiet joy of making magic from fabric.  
 
 

OPAL ESSENCE VARIATIONS with LORENA URIARTE 
Two Day Sat 23rd and Sun 24th September $160 pp 10am to 3.30pm  

 

This is a great class for anyone would like to make Lorena’s popular optical illusion Opal Essence quilt, 
(see our web listing for photographs). This quilt is a modern twist on the traditional tumbling blocks 
pattern with appliqued detail. It would also be great for anyone who has the Opal Essence 
templates and would like to learn some new creative ways to use them in new projects such as the 
Swirly Gig or Ocean waves quilt. Lorena is an enthusiastic, inspiring and experienced teacher who 
can help you get the best from your fabrics and the templates.  
 

ORGANIC APPLIQUE with KATHY DOUGHTY  
Two Day Sat 19th and Sun  20th November PRICE TBA  10am to 3.30pm  

 

 
A weekend of trunk show, workshop and exhibition of Kathy Doughty’s work. We are so excited to 
have Kathy Doughty coming to teach in Berry. It has been such a while since she has been in our 
part of the world. This class will centre on her Organic Applique techniques. It is going to be a great 
opportunity to really see and hear and play with ways that Kathy chooses and uses fabric and test 
these techniques out in your own composition. Your workshop will take place over two days in a 
large hall surrounded by Kathy’s quilts. There will be a trunk show on the Friday night and a unique 
opportunity in the workshop for study and immersion into Kathy’s imaginative world! Kathy will 
demonstrate her methods for large scale appliqué using your own designed shapes or her templates 
and work with you on our own composition or you could choose a project from Kathy’s Organic 
Applique Book.  This will be an amazing treat!  
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2022 MONTHLY CLASS TIMETABLE 
 
 
ABOUT THE MONTHLY TUTORS: We have a big program of monthly classes with regular in-house tutors. 
Each class is designed around a different patchwork or quilting technique with a broad range of 
different styles of work on offer. The classes run from 10 – 3pm on the set day of the month listed 
below and most cost $70 for your first class or to dip in and out casually where space permits. Often 
people want to come back each month and book in advance to become a class ‘regular’. In this 
instance, most classes cost $60 per month. Any that are a different price structure are noted.  
 
Each teacher has a handful of projects that are an introduction to their techniques, and which don’t 
require multiple classes to complete, so where space permits, they’re suitable for those who would 
like to just attend one class to be exposed to a technique without a longer term commitment. In 
class everyone works at their own pace on individual projects, inspiring and encouraging each 
other’s unique take on the project. Occasionally a few participants will begin projects and finish 
together in a group but this is not necessary or the norm. Images and more details of each class can 
be found on the class calendar on our website.  
 
First Saturday of each month - First Saturday Club with Jennifer Corkish   
This class is all about hand stitching and embellishment with embroidery. It’s not a machine sewing 
class. Jennifer comes along to each class with new quilts and projects she has designed: from her 
own take on the popular Japanese Boro technique to fine applique, English paper piecing, wool 
applique and stitch embellishment and more...! Jennifer teaches from her repertoire and often helps 
regulars who are beyond the basics develop and personalise projects.  
 
First Sunday of each month - Sunday SEWciety ($60/$50 for  9 am– 1pm) 
An easy garment making class with dressmaking enthusiast Ali Burgess. Work at your own pace on 
your own project or work through a simple garment pattern with others sharing your journey. This 
group will suit someone who has made a garment or two and would like to rediscover and refresh 
their skills by sewing in a group for inspiration, back up, tables to spread out on and dedicated ‘time-
out’ to be creative and productive. We can also cater for anyone who has not made a thing! This 
group is all about SIMPLE. Dedicated to the basics like shift tops or dresses, simple a-line skirts and pull-
on pants. Have fun -dress breezy! Note: Shorter hours than most other monthly classes and a slightly 
different price.  
 
Second Thursday of each month – Sampler Studio with Helen Draper  
A sampler quilt used to be a rite of passage for any aspiring quilt maker. Samplers teach a range of 
different skills in one project and break it down into achievable chunks. These days, there are so 
many clever patterns in magazines, books and online that samplers are getting a little overlooked. 
But they are still super valuable as a teaching project, they look amazing and can be anything but 
old fashioned!! Not to mention that each block can have developed multiple (often mad sounding) 
names and interesting oral or even printed history! We will cover some of these.  
 
Learn at your own pace, block by block to put together a ‘sampler quilt’ or come for one lesson to 
learn a block. Which you could make into a tote or put on the back of a denim jacket! You can 
choose to progress through the blocks all by hand OR the program is developed to work for machine 
sewists as well. Slow and steady stitchers and speed demons both welcome. Likewise, those with 
experience are just as welcome as anyone just starting out in any technique. There will be a 
combination of methods taught in this class depending on what suits the participant.  
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NEW!! Second Friday each month – Linen Life with Lyn Weeks ($85/75 10am-3pm) 
Hooray! We have another regular dressmaking class scheduled this year.  Concentrating on simple 
starter patterns that can be tweaked for fit or purpose made predominantly from the cool cottons 
and linens that we have on hand in our store you will build some skills and wardrobe basics. 
Participants in Lyn’s classes will begin with the versatile and popular Eva Dress which can be made 
with or without sleeves and in summer or winter weight. Once you have a fitting Eva bodice, the 
pattern can be tweaked to make a long ruffle dress or a basic shell or sleeved top.   
 
Lyn is technical perfectionist, fabulous with details and with a broad making experience! She enjoys 
helping people find a fit that works for them and also works easily with beginners and those without 
much experience to develop skills in a relaxing unstructured environment. Lyn’s previous private 
teaching engagements, pattern design training and past life as a fine fabric retailer all add to the 
experience she brings to class. As you progress, Lyn will be able to share her favourite construction 
tips and ways that patterns can be changed, tweaked or joined to make them more versatile or 
better for you. This class is limited to four so everyone gets great attention and lots of space costs $85 
for your first class and $75 for consecutive bookings.  
 
Second Saturday of each month - Inspired Improv with Sheena Chapman 
Sheena’s quilts are a fantastic blend of old and new, traditional and improv. We call it ‘Inspired 
Improv’. Sheena’s quilts are refreshingly colourful, fun and fast to make. Some quilts are Sheena’s 
contemporary take on a vintage quilt from her collection, some quilts are designed in response to 
the fabric she’s working with and many begin with a vintage piece of fabric.  Once you see them 
you will be dying to make them all!! 

Sheena has a number of improvisational techniques that she characteristically employs in her quilts 
and you will learn these in class as you work through a quilt. Once you’ve mastered these you can 
go on to create your own ‘Inspired Improv’ heirlooms at home. Another feature of Sheena’s quilts is 
the exciting use of big pieces, large borders and panels that help a quilt grow quickly in size. Sheena 
also employs special, sometimes unorthodox, time saving techniques that all total fabric addicts will 
appreciate.  

 

Third Tuesday of each month - Machine Quilting Skills Day with Deb Louie 
Are you wanting to learn to use your domestic sewing machine to quilt your quilt tops to best 
advantage? Are you wanting to learn specialist ‘sketch applique’ or decorative stitch applique. Do 
you have a computerised sewing machine and want to learn about its stitch capabilities, memory, 
feet and more..? Well all of these things are possible in Deborah's Tuesday Classes!! In this class you 
could begin one of Deb’s own design popular projects that are able to be made in sampler size or 
grown to be full blown quilts. OR work at your own pace on your own quilt top, while Deb helps you 
focus and take the fear out your own quilting while you learn to get the most from your sewing 
machine. Deb’s classes have a different price structure. See our web listing online for details.  
 
Third Thursday of each month  - Sewing HELP with Sharon Thomson 
These sessions, on the third Thursday of each month are for any of you who need a bit of extra 
assistance. From the total beginner or newbie patchworker to the rusty maker who has forgotten 
everything.  Or even the experienced dressmaker or home decor sewist who wants to have a go at 
patchwork but doesn’t know where to begin. Any one who’d like a relaxing day stitching their own  
project with a bit or back up and even some help cutting your fabric, making choices or working out 
your machine (Make sure you bring the instructions!) 
 

Maybe you are half way through the project and can’t remember where you’re up to. Maybe you’d 
like to begin to sew or quilt but don’t know where to start or what equipment to use. Maybe you’ve 
never stitched anything at all…. Well we can help you out in this session. 
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Third Friday of each month  - By Hand with Helen Draper  
Helen Draper’s By Hand focuses exclusively on patchwork and quilting done by hand. It is the perfect 
low stress place to build up some traditional patchwork and quilting skills. You can learn to hand quilt, 
to hand piece quilt blocks using templates or work step by step though a quilt design from Helen’s 
repetoire. Participants in Helen’s classes are all working on their own projects at their own pace so 
you are able to join Helen’s class at any point in the year, subject to availability.  
 
Helen’s love is hand stitching! In this class Helen is able to teach you traditional or modern hand 
quilting techniques. By this, we mean the actual quilting stitches that hold the three layers:, top, 
wadding and backing together. Helen can show you anything from the very traditional ’10 stitches 
to an inch’ elegant hand quilting using a waxed thread for heirloom quilts to the ‘big stitch’ colourful 
quilting using thicker perle threads for a more modern or rustic effect.  
 
 
Fourth Monday of each month - StashCPR with Helen Draper 
This Scrap Busting Support Group was previously a Stitch & Sew session but has been upgraded to a 
monthly class with full tuition because so many of you have big stashes and need and need active 
assistance in a class setting to breathe new life into! 

How can you do this you ask?? You could strategically add a repeat pop of colour. you could 
emphasize a particular element, you could combine the seemingly mismatched fabrics with a 
constant 'neutral'  OR... find out many other useful ideas from the girls' paramedic bag of tricky tips. 
Helen has developed a handful of simple, machine pieced, specially designed #stashCPR quilt 
projects. You could chose from one of these to make or Helen can help you sort, stack, plan and 
start something new of a new design you come up with together in class.  

Fourth Thursday of each month  - Stitch Therapy with Jennifer Corkish  
A sister class to Jennifer’s 1st Saturday club. Read the 1st Saturday club listing above to get the jist of 
what happens in this class. The Thursday class has evolved to be more stitch and small project based. 
We laughingly call it ‘Stitch Therapy’. Never the less all of Jennifer’s projects and techniques are 
available in each class.  
 
 

2022 SIT & SEW SESSIONS & EVENING GROUPS 
 
NEW!! First Monday Sit & Sew – $30 pp - 10am to 3pm  
A day for anyone who wants an inspiring space to sit & sew with company. Happens on the first 
Monday of each month. Any sewing welcome! Anybody welcome! Doesn’t meet on public holidays. 
Morning tea is provided. Bookings in advance advisable. Space is limited.  
 
Second Monday of each month – Mostly Modern Monday -$30pp 10am to 3pm  
This sit & sew group is exclusively for members of a Modern Quilt Guild only. We welcome MQG 
members travelling through to visit briefly or book in for the day. It’s all about fostering the modern 
quilting community in our area or all around! 
 
Wednesday Women – $30 - 10 am to 3pm  
Meets each Wednesday in school term time. No tuition, purely a group sit & sew. A day for anyone 
who wants an inspiring space to sit & sew with company. Any sewing welcome! Anybody welcome! 
Morning tea provided - Doesn’t meet in school holidays. Bookings in advance advisable. Space is 
limited.  
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Wednesday TEEN Sewing – $200 per term – 4pm -6pm Fortnights 
Meets each Wednesday in even weeks of school term time. There are 5 sessions a term and there 
are limited places. This is a great group taught by shop owner Sharon Thomson and dressmaker 
extraordinaire Ali Burgess. The girls can learn, general sewing, patchwork and quilting or simple 
dressmaking projects. Absolute beginners welcome and many skills will be learnt. Phone Sharon for 
more details.  
 
Thursday Evenings with Lisa – ‘Anything Goes - $100 pp 7pm to 9pm. 
Your $100 fee covers 5 sessions each term. Spots are available casually for $40 per session if there’s 
space. Doesn’t meet in school holidays. It’s a general sewing support group! Lisa is multi talented 
and depending on what you’re wanting to make; it could be embroidery, very basic garments, 
patchwork or even sock knitting.  
 
NEW!! After Hours with Sharon –5.30pm to 7.30pm. 
Fortnightly, even weeks of school term. Your $100 fee covers 5 sessions each term. Spots are 
available casually for $40 per session if there’s space. Doesn’t meet in school holidays. This class is an 
opportunity to work at your own pace on some simple sewing projects and build skills and 
motivation. Beginner projects include, tote bags, cushions, baby quilts, embroidery, hand patchwork 
or machine patchwork or even some simple garments. Or just come and sit & Sew in our cozy or cool 
but always inspiring classroom. Chat with us about what you’re keen to start with. Any age or stage 
welcome. Mothers and daughters, groups of friends etc!  
 
 
NOTE: At present QR code check in and masks are not mandatory in the shop or classroom 
but we are continuing to maintain our 1.5m social distancing so we don’t have to wear 
masks. We do continue to ask that you do not attend the shop or classroom of you have any 
cold or flu symptoms.  
 
We are always interested in hearing what you would like to learn. So please 
send us an email (address below) if there are techniques or teachers you are 
keen to hear more about.  
 
We welcome enquiries from groups who would like to hire our classroom for a 
day of sewing and lunch out in Berry. A fun thing to do. 
 
We welcome enquiries from groups as small as 4 who would like to book a 
private class with any of our regular tutors! A fun way to learn with friends.  
 
 

WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU JOIN US FOR A CLASS SOON! 
 

 
Ph: 02 4464 3387 

 
Email:   thegirls@berryquiltandco.com.au 

IG & FB @berryquiltandco 
 

www.berryquiltandco.com.au 


